Abstract-Past few decades have witnessed an informat ion big bang in the form of World Wide Web leading to gigantic repository of heterogeneous data. A humble journey that started with the network connection between few co mputers at ARPANET p roject has reached to a level wherein almost all the co mputers and other communication devices of the world have joined together to form a huge global in formation network that makes availab le most of the information related to every possible heterogeneous domain. Not only the managing and indexing of th is repository is a big concern but to provide a quick answer to the user's query is also of critical importance. A mazingly, rather miraculously, the task is being done quite efficiently by the current web search engines. This miracle has been possible due to a series of mathematical and technological innovations continuously being carried out in the area of search techniques. This paper takes an overview of search engine evolution from primitive to the present.
I. INTRODUCTION
In today's life, it has become hard to think of life without internet. It is ama zing to imagine that this integral part of our cu rrent daily life was almost nonexistent half a century ago and was an expensive academic lu xu ry few decades back. An innovation which started in 1960s, with a view to connect immobile bulking co mputers of that time in order to avoid the postage and travel delay of storage devices, underwent tremendous scalability and started undertaking almost every communicating device into its fold. The flexib le scalable network created by the various heterogeneous devices gave birth to an information repository that was commonly sharable worldwide leading to the coining of the term World Wide Web (WWW) in early 1990s.
For the purpose of informat ion retrieval fro m WWW, an application known as web browser can be used wh ich has to be provided with the unique identity of the resource in possession of the information known as its Unifo rm Resource Locator (URL). The tremendous growth of the WWW led to huge number of informat ion resources with each one having its own URL(s) resulted in enormous number of websites beyond the grasp of any individual. This led to the requirement of manual directories/automated mechanisms to provide the list of desired URLs in possession of the requisite info rmation. The crossing of total number of on line websites one billion mark in September 2014 [1] co mbined with continuous growth has rendered it mean ingless to solely manage the system through manual directories and therefore making the automated system an essentiality, though the combination of both is still going on. The - Fig.  1‖ shows the rise in number of websites year wise. The exploration fo r the automated mechanisms to find the desired URLs led to the creation of one of the most complex and comp licated type of the software in the world known as Search Eng ine. Search Engines help their users in gathering and analyzing large amount of informat ion available on various resources on the internet by presenting it in categorized, indexed and logical way. The use of the search engine is second most common activity amongst the internet users next to sending/receiving of emails [2] as depicted in - Fig. 2‖ . 0 500,000,000 1,000,000,000 1,500,000,000 total number of websites With the use of mathematical, statistical and technological innovations to explo it the enormous growth of WWW, the search engines have been able to provide their users the requisite information in all heterogeneous domains and have proven to be indispensable informat ion provider. Let us take a look at the rapid evolut ionary process which the search engine technology has undergone with the time.
The paper contains 5 sections. Section 2 contains basic terminologies associated with the search engine technology including various types of search engines, basic architecture and search methodologies. Section 3 contains a list of few pro minent search engines evolved in the journey with their salient features. Section 4 talks about the current challenges faced by search engine industry and associated innovations . Section 5 includes the persistent issues which will continue to exist in the domain of web search due to its inherent structure and operations.
II. SEARCH ENGINE BASICS
This section describes the various types of search engines along with their architecture and search methodologies.
A. Crawler Based Search Engine
We start our journey with the general architecture of a typical crawler based search engine as shown in - Fig. 3‖ . The complete process of searching is divided into two phases:
 The back-end phase  The front-end phase At the front-end, when user submits his query in the form of keywords on the interface of the search engine, the query processor/engine performs its execution by matching the query keywords with the document informat ion present in the index. A page is considered as a hit if it possesses at least one of the query keywords. The matched URLs are retrieved fro m the index and given to the ranking module so as to return a ranked list to the user.
At the back -end, Crawler is the most important component of search engine that traverses the hypertext structure of the WWW, down loads the web pages and parses them. The parsed pages are then routed to an indexing module that builds the index on the basis of When one has a specific query in the mind then the crawler-based search engines are quite efficient in find ing relevant informat ion. However in case of generic query a crawler-based search engines may return large number of irrelevant responses.
B. Human-powered directories
Another type of search engine includes human powered directories. These search engines classify the web-pages on the basis of brief human description which can be provided by the webmasters or by the editorial group of the directory. The search engines in th is category are Yahoo directory, Open Directory and LookSmart [3] .
Hu man-powered directories are good at the searches made on the general topics where they can guide and help the searcher in narrowing down his/her search and get refined results [4] . However in case of specific search they are unable to provide an efficient way to find information.
C. Hybrid Search Engine
A hybrid search engine (HSE) uses different types of data with or without ontologies to yield algorithmically generated outcomes based on web crawling. Previous types of search engines used only text to generate their results while hybrid search engines use a combination of both crawler-based results and human-powered directories [5] . Most of the search engines these days are moving towards a hybrid-based model. The search engines in this category include Google, Yahoo and MSN Search.
D. Meta-search Engines
A meta search engine uses the services of other search engines and forwards the user's query simu ltaneously to several search engines working in the back. The results supplied by these search engines are then integrated and after the application of features like clustering and removal o f replicates, the results are presented to the user. The search engines in this category include Dogpile[30, 31], Mamma[6] and Metacrawler [19] . Meta-search engines are good for saving time by searching only in one place and sparing the user fro m the need to use several separate search engines. Fig. 4 shows the architecture of a meta search engine.
E. Vertical Search Engine
Vertical search engines focus on a particular do main o f search. They are also referred to as specialty or topical search engines. The common verticals of search include travel, online shopping, legal informat ion, medical informat ion etc. The crawler o f these search engines focuses on the web pages of the particular domain and is referred to as focused crawler.
III. THE MILESTONES IN T HE JOURNEY
After a brief d iscussion on the various types of the currently prevalent search engines, let us have a look at the journey travelled by the search engine technology over the period and talk about various milestones crossed. The journey has been presented through Table 1 which contains most of the pro minent search engines evolved in the journey along with their year of development, name of developing team members/ organization, features and innovations, current activation status and Alexa rank [83, 84] .
IV. CHALLENGES & INNOVATIONS
With the time, the search engines have evolved and facing novel and un-envisaged challenges. These challenges are being handled through innovations. This section takes a look at the challenges and the corresponding innovations.
A. Standardization
To markup different types of information on webpages mult iple standards and schemas are prevalent making it difficult for web master to choose one. A common schema supported by major search engines was required to resolve this problem. Schema.org [53] is a collaborative effort by the Bing, Yahoo, Google and Yandex to assist search engines to achieve faster and relevant search using a structured data markup schema that helps in recognizing people, events, and attributes on web resources. The on-page markups help search engines to understand the information on web pages and provide richer search results.
Schema.org is not a standard body like W3C [9, 10] o r IETF [54] but is a website providing the schema and markup supported by major search engines. The co mmon markup and schema is mutually beneficial for all the stakeholders i.e. Webmasters, Search Engines and Users.
B. Beyond Keywords
The conventional mechanis m of the web search by the search engine is based upon the keywords typed by the user/ searcher [55] . With the time, the efforts are being made to extend the keyword based web search to the semantic search wherein a search engine is expected to understand the natural language using machine intelligence and identify the underlying intent of the searcher. The underly ing concept of semantic search is based upon the semantic similarity being taken over documents [56] , words [57, 58] , terms [59] , sentence [60] and entities [61] . The available search engines in this category include Powerset[62], Hakia [63] and Google hummingbirds [51] .
To implement natural language search, Powerset uses natural language technology platform developed by Palo Alto Research Centre (PARC) that can encode synonyms and identify relationships between the entities. Hakia uses its own feature called QDEX that is inclined towards analyzing of the web pages rather than indexing. For This type of the search is being referred to as the conversational search by the Google [37, 38] and is intended to take into the account both context and intent of the search.
One of the major difference between the keyword based search and the semantic search is that the semantic search takes into account the connecting words like in, by, for, about etc. as they are vital to the mean ing of the sentence (semantic impact) while these words are simply 
C. Knowledge graph and entity based search
The basic strategy of keywords based search, as used by the conventional search engines, has a major drawback that it is unable to get real sense many t imes as it does not exp lore the underly ing real world connections, properties and relationships [64] .
The new type of search is referred to as entity based search and in this regard a major work has been done by Microsoft's Satori [65] and Google's Knowledge Graph [66] . To acco mplish the entity based search in the future, the data/ unstructured informat ion is being extracted fro m the web-pages and a structured database of nouns (people, places, objects etc.) is being created that includes the relationship as well. The newly defined structure is referred to as web of concepts [67] . The transformation fro m unstructured web to web of concepts includes three processes namely information extraction, lin king (mapping the relationship) and analysis (categorizing informat ion about an entity)[ ] . The knowledge graph is similar to Facebook's Open Graph and derived from Freebase [68].
D. Avoiding memory recall (Option Based Search)
A novel strategy was adopted by the Scinet[52] search engine to cater to the personal needs of the user wherein the search process has been converted fro m memory recall process(thinking of keywords) to the recognition process(to make a select ion fro m the given choices). Depending upon the user's past behavior, the search engine exhib its the potential topics/keywords along with the intent radar indicat ing the potential direction where the search will lead to.
E. Social and continuous search
A novel initiative has been taken by a new search engine called Yotify[69] that does not reply user's query instantly but keeps on searching the websites to find appropriate answers and send them by e-mail. For example, if somebody is looking for a house in a desired set of localities or a particular type of furniture items then the Yotify keeps on searching the associated websites. In contrast to Google and yahoo alerts which focus on the news and other information, Yotify is more concerned with Shopping. At present, the problem with Yotify is that it can scan only a small portion of web and lacks the width like Google and yahoo.
F. Deep Web search
The Web search engines are just web spiders which index webpages by follo wing the hyperlin ks one after the other. However, there are some places where a spider/crawler cannot enter e.g. the database of a lib rary, webpages belonging to private networks of organizations etc which may normally require a password for access. The deep web search engines mentioned in this subsection have been created with a positive intent to provide a controlled access to databases, clubbed through authorization, to their legitimate and authorized users which need them for academic or commercial purpose.
G. Onion Search
The onion search [81] is a type of deep web search, but with a negative intent. The onion search provides a kind of opacity wherein both the persons i.e. the informat ion provider and the one accessing the information are difficult to trace not only by others but even by each another. The onion is a pseudo Top Level Do main (TLD) host reachable via Tor network [71] . The TLD in case of .onion sites is not an actual DNS root but is an access mechanis m provided through a proxy server. The addresses in the onion domain are auto matically generated based upon the public key when the hidden service is created/ configured. 
H. Entity Search
Now the search has changed its way fro m findings -strings‖(i.e., strings that is a co mbination of letters in a search query) to findings -things‖(i.e., entit ies). The move fro m -strings‖ to -things‖ helped in data base searches where bits of data are p laced on a knowledge graph to answer the who, what, when, where and how type of questions. Entity Search gives a new insight into search optimization because now google can provides direct answers to many queries within the search results. This effort increases the search results relevancy by identifying what a query term means and helps to understand the correlat ion between the strings of characters and real-life context. Google's entity search aims to expand the Knowledge Graph by understanding relationships through stringing together relevant data and making real-world connections between content and how users search. RankBrain helps in processing and refining amb iguous search query and connect them to specific topics using pattern recognition. It is a mach ine learn ing system that gives optimize results for a specific query set for executing hundreds of millions for search queries per day. It refines the query results of Google's Knowledge Graph based entity search. It uses artificial intelligence to embed massive amount of written language into mathematical entities known as vectors that is easy to understand for computer. If a word o f phrase that is not familiar with RankBrain is seen, the machine can make a guess as to what words or phrases might have a similar meaning and filter the result accordingly, making it more effective to handle the queries that have not been seen earlier. After having discussed the various innovation in the web search process, let us summerise them and list the challenges intended to overcome through these innovations. Table 2 shows this summary.
I. RankBrain in Google

V. SPEED BREAKERS IN JOURNEY (INHERENT SEARCH ISSUES)
Due to its inherent huge size, diversity of users, diversity of search requirement and heterogeneity of contents, the following issues will continue to persist and search engine will have to make a co mpro mise between various choices. a) To simultaneously support the generic overview of topics and enabling specialist groups to drill down to their exclusively relevant items. b) To effectively deal with invisible or deep web. c) To offer demand anticipation, customization and personalization. d) To go beyond the list of possible relevant webpages and to focus on providing an exact answer. e) To effect ively deal with the web spam i.e. the web pages that exist only to mislead search engines as well as the users to certain web sites. f) To effectively deal with noisy, low quality, unreliable and contradictory contents continuously being uploaded on the web. g) To deal with the multiple replica of web pages. h) To deal with the unstructured or vaguely structured contents. i) To effectively deal with noisy, low quality, unreliable and contradictory contents continuously being uploaded on the web. j) To deal with the multiple replica of web pages. k) To deal with the unstructured or vaguely structured contents.
VI. CONCLUSION
Search engines offer their users vast and impressive amounts of information accessible with a speed and convenience few people could have imagined one/two decade ago. Yet the challenges are not over. Every advancement in search methodology/technology is leading to mo re and mo re envisaged challenges paving the way for further innovations and the cycle continues. The paper discusses the innovations that have been carried out in the past with the hope that it will encourage the researcher for further innovations.
